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 Jakafi                Recommended  
      
      

Pharmacology/Usage:    Fedratinib, the active ingredient of Inrebic®, is a kinase inhibitor with activity against wild 
type and mutationally activated Janus Associated Kinase 2 (JAK2) and FMS-like tyrosine kinase 3 (FLT3).  

Indication:  For the treatment of adult patients with intermediate-2 or high-risk primary or secondary (post-
polycythemia vera or post-essential thrombocythemia) myelofibrosis (MF) 

There is no pregnancy category for this medication; however, the risk summary indicates that there are no 
available data on use in pregnant women to assess for a drug-associated risk of major birth defects, miscarriage, or 
adverse maternal or fetal outcomes. Consider the benefits and risks of Inrebic® for the mother and possible risks 
to the fetus when prescribing to a pregnant woman.  The safety and efficacy of use in the pediatric population 
have not been established.   

Dosage Forms:   Capsules: 100mg 

Recommended Dosage:   Conduct baseline testing of thiamine (vitamin B1) levels prior to initiation of Inrebic®.  
Obtain the following blood tests prior to starting treatment with Inrebic®, periodically during treatment, and as 
clinically indicated: 

• Thiamine (vitamin B1) level 
• Complete blood count with platelets 
• Creatinine and BUN 
• Hepatic panel 
• Amylase and lipase. 

Assess thiamine levels and nutritional status prior to starting Inrebic® and periodically during treatment and as 
clinically indicated. Do not start Inrebic® in patients with thiamine deficiency; replete thiamine prior to treatment 
initiation and during treatment if thiamine levels are low. If Wernicke’s encephalopathy is suspected, immediately 
discontinue treatment with Inrebic® and initiate parenteral thiamine treatment. Monitor until symptoms resolve 
or improve and thiamine levels normalize. 
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Take 400mg PO QD for patients with a baseline platelet count of ≥50 X 109/L. Take with or without food, but 
administration with a high fat meal may reduce the incidence of nausea and vomiting. Dose modifications for 
hematologic (Grade 4 thrombocytopenia or Grade 3 thrombocytopenia with active bleeding, Grade 4 neutropenia) 
and non-hematologic (e.g. Grade 3 or higher nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, ALT, AST, or bilirubin or other toxicities) 
adverse reactions may be required. Refer to the prescribing information for additional information. 

Avoid use of Inrebic® in patients with severe hepatic impairment. Dose adjustments are not required with mild or 
moderate renal impairment; however, reduce the dose to 200mg QD with severe renal impairment (CrCl 
15ml/min to 29ml/min) 

Drug Interactions:   Coadministration of Inrebic® with drugs that are CYP3A4, CYP2C19, or CYP2D6 substrates 
increases the concentration of these drugs, which may increase the risk of adverse reactions to these drugs. 
Monitor for adverse reactions and adjust the dose of drugs that are CYP3A4, CYP2C19, or CYP2D6 substrates as 
needed when co-administered with Inrebic®. 

Avoid Inrebic® with dual CYP3A4 and CYP2C19 inhibitors. Avoid Inrebic® with strong and moderate CYP3A4 
inducers. Coadministration of Inrebic® with a strong CYP3A4 inhibitor increases fedratinib exposure. Consider 
alternative therapies that do not strongly inhibit CYP3A4 activity. Alternatively, reduce the dose of Inrebic® when 
administering with a strong CYP3A4 inhibitor. 

Common Adverse Drug Reactions:  Listed % incidence for adverse drug reactions= reported % incidence for drug 
(Inrebic® 400mg, all grades) minus reported % incidence for placebo. Please note that an incidence of 0% means 
the incidence was the same as or that the active drug was less than placebo. The reported adverse events included 
diarrhea (50%), nausea (47%), anemia (26%), vomiting (34%), fatigue or asthenia (3%), muscle spasms (10.9%), 
blood creatinine increased (8.9%), pain in extremity (5.8%), alanine aminotransferase increased (7.9%), headache 
(7.9%), weight increased (4.8%), dizziness (4.8%), bone pain (5.9%), urinary tract infection (4.9%), dysuria (6%), and 
aspartate aminotransferase increased (3.9%). Laboratory abnormalities included anemia (42%), thrombocytopenia 
(21%), neutropenia (10%), creatinine increased (40%), ALT increased (29%), AST increased (24%), lipase increased 
(28%), hyponatremia (15%), and amylase increased (19%). 

Inrebic® has a box warning regarding encephalopathy including Wernicke’s. Serious and fatal encephalopathy, 
including Wernicke’s, has occurred in patients treated with Inrebic®. Wernicke’s encephalopathy is a neurologic 
emergency. Assess thiamine levels in all patients prior to starting Inrebic®, periodically during treatment, and as 
clinically indicated. Do not start Inrebic® in patients with thiamine deficiency; replete thiamine prior to treatment 
initiation. If encephalopathy is suspected, discontinue Inrebic® and start parenteral thiamine. Monitor until 
symptoms resolve or improve and thiamine levels normalize. 

Treatment with Inrebic® can cause anemia and thrombocytopenia. Obtain a complete blood count at baseline, 
periodically during treatment, and as clinically indicated. 

GI toxicities are the most frequent adverse reactions in Inrebic®-treated patients. The median time to onset of any 
grade nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea was 1 day, with 75% of cases occurring within 2 weeks of treatment. 
Consider providing appropriate prophylactic anti-emetic therapy (e.g. 5-HT3 receptor antagonists) during Inrebic® 
treatment. Treat diarrhea with anti-diarrheal medications promptly at the first onset of symptoms. For Grade 3 or 
higher nausea, vomiting, or diarrhea not responsive to supportive measures within 48 hours, interrupt treatment 
until resolved to Grade 1 or less or baseline. 

Elevations of ALT and AST (all grades) during the randomization period occurred in 43% and 40%, respectively, 
with Grade 3 or 4 in 1% and 0%, of Inrebic®-treated patients. The median time to onset of any grade transaminase 
elevation was about 1 month, with 75% of cases occurring within 3 months. Monitor hepatic function at baseline, 
periodically during treatment, and as clinically indicated.  

Grade 3 or higher amylase and/or lipase elevations developed in 2% and 10%, respectively, of Inrebic®-treated 
patients. The median time to onset of any grade amylase or lipase elevation was 15 days, with 75% of cases 
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occurring within 1 month of starting treatment. One patients developed pancreatitis in the fedratinib clinical 
development program and pancreatitis resolved with treatment discontinuation. Monitor amylase and lipase at 
baseline, periodically during treatment, and as clinically indicated. 

Contraindications:   There are currently no contraindications listed with this product. 

Manufacturer:  Celgene Corp 

Analysis:     The safety and efficacy of Inrebic® were assessed in a double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled 
trial (JAKARTA) that included patients with intermediate-2 or high-risk myelofibrosis (MF), post-polycythemia vera 
myelofibrosis or post-essential thrombocythemia myelofibrosis with splenomegaly. Patients (N=289) received 
either Inrebic® or placebo daily for at least 6 cycles. The median age of included patients was 65 years, while 59% 
were male. In addition, 64% of patients had primary MF, 26% had post-polycythemia vera MF, and 10% had post-
essential thrombocythemia MF. The median baseline hemoglobin level was 10.2g/dL, the median baseline platelet 
count was 214 X 109/L, and the baseline median palpable spleen length was 15cm. The baseline median spleen 
volume was 2568ml.  

The efficacy of Inrebic® in the treatment of patients with primary or secondary myelofibrosis was established 
based upon the proportion of patients achieving ≥35% reduction from baseline in spleen volume  at the end of 
cycle 6, as measured by MRI or CT with a follow-up scan 4 weeks later. Results can be seen in the table below, 
which was adapted from the prescribing information. 

Spleen response by MRI/CT at end of 
cycle 6 with follow-up scan 4 weeks later 

Inrebic®   
(N=96) 

Placebo 
(N=96) 

Number (%) with spleen volume 
reduction by ≥35% 35 (37%) 1 (1%) 

p-value ˂0.0001 

Per Kaplan-Meier estimates, the median duration of spleen response was 18.2 months for the Inrebic® group. 

Additional outcomes included the proportion with a 50% or greater reduction in Total Symptom Score from 
baseline to the end of cycle 6 as measured by the modified Myelofibrosis Symptom Assessment Form (MFSAF) 
v2.0 diary. The modified MFSAF v2.0 is a patient diary capturing the 6 core symptoms of MF, including night 
sweats, itching, abdominal discomfort, early satiety, pain under ribs on left side, and bone or muscle pain. The 
modified MFSAF diary was completed daily during the week prior to day 1 of each treatment cycle and at the end 
of cycle 6. Symptom scores ranged from 0 (absent) to 10 (worst imaginable). These scores were added to create 
the Total Symptom Score, which has a maximum score of 60. At baseline, the mean Total Symptom Score was 
17.95 in the Inrebic® group and 15.45 in the placebo group.  

Results suggested that the proportion with a 50% or greater reduction in Total Symptom Score was 40% in the 
Inrebic® group and 9% in the placebo group, which was significantly different (p˂0.0001). Note that results are 
excluded for 22 patients, including 6 with a baseline Total Symptom Score of 0 and 16 patients with missing 
baseline. 

The following includes data on the proportion of patients with at least a 50% improvement in each of the 
individual symptoms that comprised the Total Symptom Score, indicating that all 6 of the symptoms contributed 
to the higher Total Symptom Score response rate in the group treated with Inrebic®. The Inrebic® group had 
greater proportions of patients with 50% or greater reduction as compared with placebo for abdominal discomfort 
(41% vs 16%, respectively), pain under left ribs (42% vs 24%, respectively), early satiety (51% vs 18%, respectively), 
night sweats (58% vs 22%, respectively), itching (38% vs 21%, respectively), and bone or muscle pain (33% vs 14%, 
respectively). 

Place in Therapy:  Inrebic® is an oral kinase inhibitor indicated for the treatment of adults with intermediate-2 or 
high-risk primary or secondary (post-polycythemia vera or post-essential thrombocythemia) myelofibrosis. In a 
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clinical trial, a significantly larger percent of patients in the Inrebic® group had spleen volume reduction by 35% or 
more as compared with placebo. 

It is recommended that Inrebic® should be Non-Recommended with Conditions in order to confirm the 
appropriate diagnosis and clinical parameters for use. 

PDL Placement:        Recommended 
    Non-Recommended with Conditions 
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